
Ever been asked to score or time and had to decline because you didn’t know how?  
No need to panic ….. The following pages will show you exactly how to time and 
score. 
 

Timing 
 

Firstly, your team must have a reliable time piece.  If you have a fully charged 
smartphone and can put it in flight mode, you may use the phone to time the 
game.  Please use an app that allows for a countdown timer with an audible alarm. 
Please note that the BNA will not supply timers for games or for finals. 
 

Before the game:    
 

Approach the umpire who will be umpiring on your side of the court and ask her/
him when they want you to be behind them to count down the final seconds of the 
game.  Some umpires prefer you to advise them with 30 seconds remaining, others 
only need 10. 
 

Make sure you are sitting centrally along the side of the court with whoever is 
scoring.  You can greatly assist the scorer by calling goals and misses and any con-
flict that may arise is easily averted if you are assisting in the scoring process. 
 

Time is started and stopped at the umpire’s whistle, so with your timer set for 15 
minutes, press start when the umpire blows the whistle for the first centre pass. 
 

During the quarters: 
 

As timekeeper, your timing responsibility during the quarter is to stop the timer 
should either umpire blow a whistle for injury time.  Injury time, (for the first injury 
per team per quarter) is up to two minutes and is added to the end of the quarter.  
All other injury periods are of no more than 30 seconds and added to the end of 
the quarter. By far the simplest means of keeping track of injury time is for the um-
pire or timekeeper to note the time on another timepiece eg watch and to simply 
restart the main timer at the end of injury time. 
 

Timing and Scoring 
Made Easy 

 
 

With 10, 20 or 30 seconds remaining (whichever your umpire requires), you 
need to be moving just behind the umpire so that they can clearly hear you 
count down the final five seconds of the period and to call time. 
 

Intervals 
      
 Quarter  time:     three (3) minutes   
 Half  time:   five (5)  minutes    
 Three Quarter time: three (3) minutes   
 

 

At the conclusion of the quarter, reset your timer either manually or by ac-
cessing the timer memory to the appropriate time.  With 30 seconds on the 
timer, advise the umpires that there are 30 seconds remaining.  Advise the 
umpires again at 10 seconds and finally at time.  Reset the timer for the next 
quarter. 
 

At the end of the game, sign the scorecard in the appropriate place. 
 

SCORING 
 

Make sure you are sitting centrally along the side of the court with whoev-
er is timing.  They can greatly assist you by calling goals and misses and any 
conflict that may arise is easily averted if they are assisting in the scoring 
process. 
 

Ensure that both teams have signed the scorecard prior to the commence-
ment of play and that team captains note their team changes on the card 
during the intervals. 
 

At the start of play, mark off the appropriate centre pass in the box provided 
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Made Easy 

It is important that you keep an accurate record of the centre pass in the 
event that the umpires turn to you to advise them of which team is to take 
the next centre pass.  You cannot advise the umpire unless they specifically 
ask. 
 

Once the ball has reached either team’s goal circle, you will need to record 
all attempts and successful shots at goal. 
 

Successful goals are recorded by placing a tick (please do not use strokes, 
circles or dots!) against the appropriate shooter.  For example, if the White 

goal attack made an attempt for goal and missed, but managed to rebound 
the ball and this time made a successful shot, the score card would look like 
this: 
IMPORTANT NOTE:  In the circumstance where a GS or GA makes an un-
successful attempt at goal but the umpire then awards a penalty shot or 
pass because of obstruction or contact by the defender, the miss is NOT 
recorded.  Upon the completion of the penalty shot the successful goal  or 

RED WHITE 



RED WHITE 



miss is recorded.  For example, if our White GA had shot for goal and 
missed but been obstructed by the GD in the act of shooting and been 
awarded a 

At the end of each quarter, total the goals scored by the respective 
shooters and mark in the totals box next to each GS or GA.  You may al-
so circle the scores at each interval in the progressive totals box if you 

wish. 
At the end of the game, tally up all the quarter scores and write in the 
totals box, sign the scorecard in the appropriate space, have the time-
keeper sign the scorecard in the appropriate space and then hand the 
card to the umpires.  Your duties are now concluded.  The umpires will 
ensure that the captains and all players have signed.  Traditionally, the 
winning team (or the umpires) return the scorecard to the office. 
 
Thank you for helping out your team. 
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This progressive 
score is not the 
official score.  The 
final score is de-
rived from the 
number of ticks 
for each team 


